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About This Software

A 360 degree panorama is one of the best ways to capture how a scene truly looks when you are there. VR Photo Viewer makes
it easy to view these memories as they are meant to be.

Connect to your Google Photos account to see all supported photos in your collection

View files stored on your PC or connected devices

Supports audio recorded by Cardboard Camera

Preview your photos on a small scale and select which one to view in full quality

Easily switch between photos with VR controller support
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Supported photo types:

Cardboard Camera (.vr.jpg)

Photo Sphere

3D Stereoscopic photos like those taken with Fujifilm FinePix REAL 3D or Nintendo 3DS (MPO)

Top-bottom 3D

Side-by-side 3D

Panoramic

"Flat" / normal JPG photos

More features continue to be added, provide your feedback to let us know what you'd like to see next!
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Title: VR Photo Viewer
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
SprocketVR
Publisher:
SprocketVR
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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The bugs and visual issues in this title far exceed those you'd experience in an extremely early access, free alpha version version
from GitHub, not something that you'd expect to pay for on Steam.

The idea is a good one - which enticed me to buy it in the first place, but it is far from playable in it's current condition.

I hope the devs work everything out in the near future - as of now I am refunding the game.

Problems include:

Graphics - very blurry at any setting above low AA, with low setting haveing horrible strobe effects on edges and black space.

Locomotion - teleport can cause you to glitch to outside of the level with no way to return forcing a restart of the game and
level.

Position - After resetting and recalibrating room scale floor height over and over the game places me in various floor heights -
none of which are the same nor correct (no other title has done this to me).

Controls - not horrible but very annoying glitch of the controller avatars constantly blinking and changing size.

Gameplay - from the limited time I had played the game would not cooperate with action inputs at various times.

The list could go on and on. I have no Pros for this title at the time.

Save your money untill the issues are worked out (the devs do appear to still be working on this game). This game should be
listed as EA not a final release product.. Lots and lots of ways to skin tihis cat. The quintessential display of gentlemanliness is
to sip Pimms on a sunny afternoon whilst discussing the stock market with your good friend Quincent, and taking turns to
annihilate each other in this 21st century substitute for chess. Classy and sopisticated, this is a gaming gem you will always
treasure.. When you're just being the best Duke of Defense that you can be and a helpful Deer Comes along so you can ride on
it's back to take out an Ice wizard and you just start laughing out of nowhere you realize wow I'm having such a good time

I haven't even got to try the coop but I can only imagine it will be that much better with a friend. Solid early access game.
Smooth gameplay and seemingly plenty of content. I've only got a bit of time in so far but I'm looking forward to playing some
more!
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One of the game's developers posted on the forums ( 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/534750\/discussions\/0\/152390014778024360\/ ) to let us know the game is no longer in
development by Colopl NI. In fact, the post makes it sound like the game's future is bleak.

The developer's post mentions there was a new island in development, but was halted with no concrete plan in place to continue
developing this game. Considering this, I do not recommend this game in its current state.. Bad resolution handling where UI cut
off on right side making game unplayable.
Graphic control feels like simcity pre-2000.. Had an issue with steam controller early on, but was patched the same night by the
devs. Fun game. Would highly recommend for anyone who enjoys nonsensical party games. Would be great on a big screen with
a few friends.. I saw a few reviews who were unable to run this on windows 10. Contrary to that however, I can run this on
windows ten.. Amazing novel, worth the time (and money I guess). Just get some ambient\/zombie music and you're set.. at least
it was free. I just wanna say that even if this game is said "dead before even living", i think it's underestimated and if some
person realy give a try to this game, it might become a realy good game. The only problem i've seen in this game is that no one
plays it so you can't realy do multiplayer.
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